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On the importance of money and finance in the LCT

I A large scale shift of finance is required to fund the LCT
I $2.4 trillions of annual investments in new energy (IEA, 2014)
I North-South annual transfers to go well beyond $100 billions

after 2020 (OECD, 2015)

I The dynamics of the shift matters for financial stability
I Transitions risks (Carney, 2015), stranded assets (Caldecott et

al., 2014)

I Combined climate risks could trigger systemic crises
I Aglietta et Espagne (2016), ESRB (2016), UK Prudential

Regulation Authority (2015)

I New types of financial-related climate policies can emerge
I Climate-related financial disclosure (TCFD, 2016), green QE

(Campiglio, 2017), social value of mitigation activities
(Hourcade et al., 2017)



Related litterature

I Climate change, financial stability, monetary policy (Dafermos
et al., 2017a, 2017b)

I Financial portfolio equations, physical risk, interventionist
central bank

I But no impact of money on inflation, no analysis of traditional
(carbon pricing) policies

I Climate financial bubbles, how market sentiment shape the
transition to low-carbon capital (Campiglio et al., 2016)

I Financial portfolio equations, transition risk
I But no impact of money on inflation, no central bank, no

analysis of traditional (carbon pricing) policies

I Also (Jackson and Victor, 2015) on stationarity issues, (Dunz
and Naqvi, 2016) on North-South transfers

I And bigger models combining the post-keynesian and
Input/Output approaches (Berg et al., 2015; IMACLIM; ...)



Money and finance in the DICE model

I Our objective: focus on progressively introducing money
starting from DICE like trajectories

Figure 1: The DICE model



Money and finance in the DICE model

I Money and finance are represented in a minimalist way

Table 1: Transaction flow matrix of the DICE model

Households Firms Total
Current Capital

Consumption −C +C 0
Investment +I −I 0
Abatement +Λ −Λ 0
Emissions tax +PCO2

EMIS −PCO2
EMIS 0

Wages +wLF −wLF 0
Interest on financial capital +rD +rD
Capital cost −rK −rK
Firms’ profits +0 −0 0
Savings −∆D +∆ D 0
Total 0 0 0 0



Money and finance in the DICE model

I Real capital accumulates at the same rate as (implicit) bank
deposits

Table 2: Balance sheet matrix of the DICE model

Households Firms Total
Fixed capital +K +K
Financial capital +D −D 0
Total (net worth) +D +K − D +K



Money and finance in the DICE model

I This overly simplified view of the financing side of the
economy misses important points related to the LCT

Figure 2: Transition bias in the DICE model



How to introduce finance in the DICE model

I financial actors with specific behaviour (flow dynamics)
I commercial and/or central bank
I households and/or investors
I investment demand of the firm

I stock variables for both the real and the financial side (stock
dynamics)

I Loans, bonds, equities, deposits, mortgages, ...
I Stock variables feed back into flow variables of the next period

I specific price structure (inflation process)
I production price is a mark-up above production costs (wage

bill and capital costs)
I partial connection between real and financial stock variables
I wages follow productivity increases with a delay



Introducing money and inflation

I A demand driven output

I = (α0 + αrr(−1) + αuu(−1))K(−1))

C = c1YH(−1) + c2D(−1)

I Financed through commercial banks’ loans

BP = int L(−1) − intDD(−1)

KB = KB(−1) + L− L(−1) −D +D(−1) +BP



Introducing money and inflation

I Price and target productivity
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Introducing money and inflation

I Mark-up,target mark-up and target return

m = m(t− 1) + φ (mT −m(t− 1))
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Introducing money and inflation

I Wage bargaining and target wage

W = W (t− 1) + Ω3(w
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Introducing money and inflation

Table 3: Transaction flow matrix of DICE with commercial banks

Households Firms Commercial banks Total
Current Capital Current Capital

Consumption −C +C 0
Investment +I −I 0
Wages +wLF −wLF 0
Firms’ profits +DP −TP +RP 0
Interest on deposits +intDD(−1) −intDD(−1) 0
Interest on loans −intL(−1) +intL(−1) 0
∆deposits −∆D +∆D 0
∆loans +∆L −∆L 0
∆bank’s capital −∆KB 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0



Playing DICE with money

Pure inflation effect with Nordhaus damages

Figure 3: Transition bias in the DICE model



Playing DICE with money

Pure inflation effect with Weitzman damages

Figure 4: Transition bias in the DICE model



Playing DICE with money

Pure inflation effect with Dietz-Stern damages

Figure 5: Transition bias in the DICE model



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

I An exogenous carbon price profile is paid by the firm

I Lump-sum transfer to the household

I Abatement is a function of carbon price, abatement cost and
damages

I Abatement costs enter the investment demand of the firm
I A portion λ of the abatement cost is considered as a pure cost

and enters the markup equation
I DICE version : λ = 1
I Green growth version : λ = 0



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

Nordhaus carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 6: Transition bias in the DICE model



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

Nordhaus carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 7: Transition bias in the DICE model



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

Dietz-Stern carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 8: Transition bias in the DICE model



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

Dietz-Stern carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 9: Transition bias in the DICE model



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

Stronger Dietz-Stern carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 10: Transition bias in the DICE model



Carbon pricing scenarios for the LCT

Stronger Dietz-Stern carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 11: Transition bias in the DICE model



Secular stagnation and the social value of mitigation action

I We want to test how it could be feasible to unleash a wave of
LC investments

I Through a mechanism of subsidies based on the social value
of mitigation (or abatement) activities

I The idea relies on paragraph 108 of the Paris Agreement
(Hourcade et al., 2017; Stern-Stiglitz report, 2017)

I Here SVMA is exogenously fixed, constant with time at 50$
per ton



Secular stagnation and the social value of mitigation action

Nordhaus carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 12: Transition bias in the DICE model



Secular stagnation and the social value of mitigation action

Nordhaus carbon price profile (Weitzman damages)

Figure 13: Transition bias in the DICE model



Thank you


